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Interviewing PSE Engineering
Manager David Kronengold is
always a pleasure because he

shares not only what’s changed from
the Tucson bow-builder, but why it
has changed. Let’s start with the Mach
X, that striking 2006 introduction with
the shortest limbs we’ve ever seen on
a compound bow.

“Once we got people to really look
at it, and really not be frightened by
how radical it was, they really liked it.
The only thing about the Mach X that
really didn’t take off was that X1 Cam
Technology. Although it offered the
ultimate, perfectly optimized nock
travel in every setting, the module
wasn’t easy to change and it was an
expensive module,” Kronengold said.

For 2007, you can order that orig-
inal Mach X or a Mach X with NRG X
cam, which has a more conventional
module that only affects the center
track. “We’ve learned a few other
things about cam designs and load
systems to where we can not lose any-
thing by compromising the payout
track module and adjusting the bows
that way,” Kronengold said. “We don’t
believe we’ve lost anything in accura-
cy even though the nock travel isn’t as
perfectly optimized.  We kept all the
let-off features that we had on the X1,
so there is an the infinitely adjustable
letoff range that can be set anywhere
between 80 and 65 percent.”

When I commented on the laser-
engraving on the new cam,
Kronengold said engineers were
asked to leave some metal in the cam
for that very purpose. PSE’s new laser
engraver is also being used to mark
modules and cams in higher contrast
than you’ve seen before.

As PSE’s top end model for 2007,
the Mach X with NRG X cam carries a
suggested retail price of $849.99, and
comes standard with Winner’s Choice

strings and cables. Suggested retail
cost for the Mach X with X1 Cam is
$799.99.

The ultra-short split limbs that
curve down toward the shooter at full
draw was dubbed “X Technology” by

PSE, and to make it “the look of PSE” it
couldn’t be limited to top end models.
“Once we finished the Mach X with
the NRG X Cam, we said, let’s bring it
down a price point. We designed the
new Firestorm X using the NRG X

PSE Banking on X Technology 

PSE’s $699.99 Firestorm X (below) uses the
same technological advances as the $849.99
Mach- X with NRG X Cam pictured at right.
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platform including the 9 inch limbs.”
PSE has worked with the bow

press manufacturers on new presses
and press attachments that handle X
Technology bows, so on this 2007
model it wasn’t necessary to have an
independently adjustable  limb pock-
et which also allowed the harness to
be relaxed. “We came out with a
HyperSplit pocket, which is easier to
work with because it’s using one cen-
tral limb bolt. It’s a little less expensive
to make so it lets us bring down the
price of the bow,” Kronengold said.
“Instead of a 29 inch long straight

handle, we put that pocket on a 25
inch long straight handle. So again,
we’ve been able to reduce the cost. Its
still a fully machined handle, with our
B.E.S.T. grip. Last year we showed you
the centershot alignment marks.
What we’ve added this year is a nock-
ing point alignment mark. You can
eyeball your arrow level with the
nocking point alignment mark, set it
over the centershot alignment mark,
and the bow shoots a bullet hole
almost every time.”

Kronengold pointed out the mul-
tiple sight mounting holes that help
you fit more customers with the com-
pact sights popular today, and the
adjustable cable guard that lets them
more easily shoot everything from
low-profile target fletching to Bohning
Blazers or other high profile vanes.
“The Firestorm X still has all the built-
in vibration dampers, but what we’ve
done is we’ve featured it down just a
little bit to bring the price down. Along
the way we’ve made what is without a
doubt the best feeling bow we have
ever made. The Firestorm X at 3.7
pounds and 29 inches axle to axle has

just an unbelievably sweet draw force
curve.” MSRP on this bow is $699.99.

Stepping down in price point is a
Mossy Oak X from PSE. PSE has been
using Mossy Oak patterns on its bows
and has been doing some cross pro-
motion with the brand founded by
Toxie Hass. Now it’s developed a mid-
priced model that will get heavy expo-
sure on Mossy Oak TV programs in
2007. It uses a riser that starts as an
extrusion and a one-piece grip to help
lower the suggested retail price to
$599. “That’s X Technology that’s  real-
ly affordable for most of the
bowhunters out there,” Kronengold
commented. “So there are the top four
bows in PSE main line, the two Mach
Xs, the Firestorm X and the Mossy Oak
X by PSE. In the PSE line, you don’t get
down to a conventional technology
bow until you get down to our Octane
at $499. And that, looks like just about
everyone else’s $700 bow.’

Kronengold estimated PSE had
spent more than $1 million over the
last year and a half in the technology
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Circle 157 on Reader Response Card

PSE Continues on page 121

PSE’s X Force is a Pro Series
model that uses new limb
technology to help generate
more than 340 fps and
almost 93 pounds of kinetic
energy at an IBO setting of
70 pounds with a 350 grain
arrow drawn to 30 inches.
The Tucson, Arizona  bow
builder invested heavily in
the computer programs,
testing and manufacturing
equipment to learn how to
design limbs that could per-
form safely at these curves.
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and equipment needed to shape
fiberglass material from Gordon
Composites into the dramatically
short, dramatically arcing limbs on X
Technology bows. For all their short
length these limbs have a large work-
ing area. “With our analysis processes
and our manufacturing  processes, we
are able to stress optimize the limb by
size. We figure the deflection we need,
and every size up is a different curve.”
That’s a lot more sophisticated than
using a  template to grind a section of
a limb down to the desired deflection
value.  Kronengold said the PSE
approach lets it do things to  bow
limbs that “look freaky” while staying
far away from the “boom point.”

Now PSE is testing how much
energy it can get back from an X
Technology model with the new X
Force Pro Series model. Kronengold
said that bow’s speed
was catching the
attention of both
dealers and compet-
ing manufacturers on
the ATA Show floor
where we spoke. “We
are not going to start
shipping  until the
beginning of April, so
we’re still massaging,
but right now we’re
advertising an IBO
range of 346 to 338
fps. It uses a new HF
(for Hybrid Fast) cam
system that uses our
existing hybrid cam
modules: dealers will
not have to buy new
modules. It has
Hypersplit pockets
carrying a new 12
inch split limb. This
bow draws like a per-

formance bow and spits an arrow out
like a performance bow, but the only
bow I’ve ever drawn that feels better
on the shot is the Firestorm X. It is one
of the nicest feeling bows that you will
ever shoot, and it’s smokin' fast.”
MSRP is $799.99.

The  reflexed riser on the X Force
lowers brace height to 6 inches but
since the 12-inch  limb is moving ver-
tically at the shot, and not forward,
Kronengold said  “nobody gets hit
unless you’re really holding it wrong.
Like all the rest of the X tech bows you
have our limb tip dampers and cable
guard dampers. This bow pulls hard
but shoots so quiet and is generating
at an IBO setting (70 pounds, 350
grains, at 30 inch draw length) almost
93 foot pounds of kinetic energy. So
the next time Pete Shepley goes to
Africa to kill something gargantuan,

he doesn’t need to spend two months
in the gym training to be able to pull a
100 pound bow, or a 110 pound bow.
He can go with an 80 X Force, and
knock over just about anything. Pete
just loves this bow.”
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PSE Continued from page 89

The Mossy Oak X by
PSE brings the ultra-
short limb technology
into the mid-price mar-
ket, with a suggested
retail price of $599.

Pete Shepley holds the new X Force while
talking with Dan Forster of the Georgia
DNR at the ATA Show this past January.
Right hand models were to ship to dealers
by the end of April, left hand a month later.


